At the bottom of the Rules page, there is CLUE #1: Goodnight bears, Goodnight chairs, Goodnight kittens and goodnight mittens. Find a picture from the book that is the ultimate bedtime story.

Room is set up with four chairs and under those chairs, four boxes that have a picture of Goodnight Moon. These are the boxes they want to find. There are also boxes with different pictures on top of them. Inside one of the boxes, there is a picture of Pete the Cat, Clue #2: Find my Groovy Book!

When you find the Pete the Cat book, there is a key tapped on the inside cover of the book. That is the key for the black box. Find that box and inside there are a few puzzle pieces with a note "CLUE #3: Find the rest! Try looking under the chairs!"

Go to under the chairs and you'll see two puzzle pieces with a picture of a silver water pitcher. That's where you will find a key underneath. Clue #4: "Find Me! Have a drink too, if you're thirsty."

The key will open the only other box, a silver long box with some more puzzle pieces. As well as .50. This is also a clue that alludes to "Caps for Sale" ("Fifty Cents a Cap!") Clue #5: "Once there was a peddler who sold caps. But he was not like an ordinary peddler carrying wares on his back. He carried them on top of his head. Tsk Tsk Tsk, can you find the black cap for our cap-selling friend?"

Under the black hat, there is the book, "Caps for Sale". There is string tied around the book w/a letter lock. Seeing the letters on the walls, participants will (hopefully) be able to gather the word "B-O-O-K" and when you can open the book, you find the rest of the puzzle pieces!

The puzzle says "Stephanie has the key!!"

*Here is an example of a Planning Sheet*

Key tips:
- Go through all the clues
- Make sure you can potentially go (a little) out of order!
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